
               WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.18/93)

1.   Prestigious schools and their campus
          In a minor feature in Ming Pao (29/4), the writer noted that the
          prestige of schools and colleges in HK was pretty much determined
          by the environment and the campus buildings. He took UST as an
          example and praised UST for its campus buildings, which he thought
          would give people confidence in the future of HK.

2.   Prof Tom Stelson, PVC-R&D, will chair the 9th International Computer
     Expo and Conference
          Four papers, including HK Economic Times (28/4), the Express
          (27/4), New Evening Post (25/4) and HK Economic Journal (22/4),
          reported this fact.

3.   Prof Pin Tong, Head of the Dept of Mech. Eng., comments on MTR safety
          In its report on the incident in which a morning peak-hour MTR
          train split into two on 27/4, Ta Kung Pao (28/4) quoted Prof Tong
          commenting that the incident would not have happened if the train
          had been properly inspected and maintained.

4.   Mr Jack Lau of Electrical & Electronic Eng. talks about Integrated
     Circuits (IC)
          HK Economic Journal (27/4) carried a feature written by Mr Lau on
          Integrated Circuits.

5.   UST will install the first satellite receiving station in Asia to
     monitor the environment
          Sing Tao Daily (27/4) reported this and said the project was based
          on a donation of $4.39 M from the Croucher Foundation. Prof Jay
          Chung Chen, Director of Research Centre, was interviewed on
          details of the project. He said the receiving station would
          monitor environmental data transmitted by a geo-sensing satellite.

6.   UST buildings and facilities
          In a photo-feature on names of buildings and facilities at local
          universities, Ming Pao (25/4) mentioned our Joyce M Kuok Laser and
          Photonics Lab., Zheng Ge Ru Thin Film Physics Lab, S H Ho Sports
          Hall and Lam Woo Lecture Theatre.

7.   Prof H S Chi is the new Dean of the School of Hum. & Soc. Sci.
          Our press release on Prof Chi's new appointment was picked up by
          four papers, including Sing Tao Daily (26/4), Wen Wei Po (24/4),
          HK Commercial Daily (24/4) and Wah Kiu Yat Po (24/4).

8.   UST Library presents an exhibition (16/4 - 30/5) of rubbings of Chinese
     inscriptions
          As a result of our publicity effort for this exhibition, both Sing
          Tao Daily (4/5) and Wen Wei Po (24/4) carried a feature with
          photos on the event.

9.   A personal profile on Dr Wang Xiang Rong of Physics
          In part 2 of a series of features on scholars originating from



          mainland China, Sing Tao Daily (22/4) carried a personal profile
          on Dr Wang. He said he went to study in the US through an
          education programme for physics students in China. He added that
          VC/P was one of the Chinese scientists in the US who had
          contributed to this effort.

10.  A personal profile on Dr Zhao Haiying of Finance & Eco.
          In part 4 of a series of features on scholars originating from
          mainland China, Sing Tao Daily (24/4) carried a personal profile
          on Dr Zhao and quoted her saying that she came to UST because she
          wanted to experience the fast-growing economy of Asia.

11.  Many senior faculty members at local tertiary institutions are
     expatriates
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (23/4) reported this fact and explained that the
          recruitment of expatriates as senior faculty members was a result
          of the fact that in the past HK did not have adequate training for
          academic researchers. The paper noted that about 70% of HKU's
          professors and 90% of UST's professors were expatriates.

12.  Dr Y S Wong appointed as Associate Director of Research Centre
          Sing Tao Daily (22/4) also picked up our press release issued on
          29/3 on Dr Wong's appointment.

13.  Dr T K Ng of Physics receives Honourable Mention in "Achievement in
     Asia Award 1993"
          Our press release on this was picked up by Yazhou Zhoukan (18/4).

14.  Urban Council organises a contest for the research of HK history for
     secondary students
          Both Wah Kiu Yat Po (25/4) and Wen Wei Po (22/4) reported this
          contest and said Dr C C Choi of Hum. & Soc. Sci. would be one of
          the adjudicators.

15.  Children draw sketches of the UST sundial
          Sing Tao Daily (22/4) carried a picture showing children drawing
          sketches of our sundial.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and the Standard.


